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Why Canada?
Whether you love living in large cities or prefer a more
rural setting, you’re bound to find something that suits
you in one of Canada’s six time zones. From vast plains
and brooding rainforests to frosted mountains, dramatic
coastlines and glaciers, Canada offers more than its fair
share of impressive landscapes.
The country is therefore ideally positioned to offer
Lattitude volunteers unique experiences working in some
truly breathtaking locations.
While exploring the country’s expansive breadth you will
inevitably spot Canada’s iconic moose, and may even
catch a glimpse of some of its less outgoing inhabitants:
polar bears, grizzly bears and whales.

Quick Facts
18
January
March
September
4-8 or 10 months
Duration:
Available Roles: School’s Assistant
Outdoor Activities Instructor
Caring Assistant at Outdoor Camps
Minimum age:
Departures:

Placements
School’s Assistant

Outdoor Activities Instructor*

School’s Assistant placements are generally located in
boarding schools and involve helping permanent staff
in a range of activities, such as classroom assistance,
mentoring, lab preparation, playground supervision,
sports coaching, outdoor education, field trips and
excursions, music, art and drama, supervision in residence
and administrative work.

Volunteers are usually placed within permanent activity
camps run by the YMCA or YMWA in some of Canada’s
most spectacular areas of natural beauty. Lattitude
Outdoor Activities Instructors may be placed, for
example, in Camp Chief Hector YMCA, nestled in the
foothills of the Canadian Rocky Mountains. This camp
accommodates 2400 campers in summer and over 5000
visitors throughout the rest of the year, all aged between
7-17 years.

Volunteers may also be called upon to help pupils
experiencing difficulties with subjects such as English and
Maths. Placements are either in cities or smaller towns
and you will be placed with another volunteer who will
usually have arrived several months before you.
School’s Assistants placements in Canada are a great
opportunity to experience the fast paced life at a boarding
school and volunteers will be fully utilised on a wide
range of activities, making the most of their abilities
and developing numerous other important skills and
attributes.

Volunteers instruct and assist campers in activities such
as canoeing, horse-riding, climbing, archery, arts and
crafts, and hiking.
For those that show enthusiasm and ability there may be
the chance to attain outdoor qualifications and attend
training.
If you love the great outdoors and are full of energy,
these placements are for you.
*Or Assistant Outdoor Activities Instructor

Placements
Outdoor Camps Caring Assistant
These placements share many of the characteristics of the
Outdoor Activities Instructor programmes, but include the
added element of caring.
Volunteers will lead similar activities to those outlined
above, but will be placed in camps for children or adults
who are disadvantaged, terminally ill or in some way
disabled.
Camps are designed to cater for a wide range of groups
and so volunteers working on this programme must be
willing to be adaptable, considerate and understanding
of the needs of the campers.
These placements offer volunteers the chance to help
individuals in a real and meaningful way whilst gaining
valuable experience of working in a professional care and
outdoor education environment - all in the spectacular
setting of Canada’s great outdoors.

Accommodation
Accommodation is provided by the host institutions and
so will vary from placement to placement. For Outdoor
Education based placements volunteers are accommodated
on site, often within shared houses or in cabins with other
members of staff.
School’s Assistants can expect to be housed either with a
Canadian family or in shared accommodation in a school
boarding house.

Food
Food is provided by hosts, and can consist of meals shared
with your host family and packed lunches during the day, or
food prepared by kitchen staff for those living within schools.
In our camp placements, food is prepared by camp staff,
which may include volunteers. During quieter periods when
there are no camps in session, you may need to prepare food
for yourself using self-catering facilities.

Locations
Our Canadian placements are situated throughout
the country, in both rural and urban settings. Schools
Assistant placements tend to be located in Canada’s
larger cities such as Winnipeg, Vancouver and Victoria.
Outdoor Activities Instructors volunteers work all over
Canada, mainly in rural areas in British Colombia, Alberta,
Manitoba, Ontario, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.

Leisure Time & Travel
Canada’s innumerable attractions can be reached
by plane, train or coach. Long distance trains are
comfortable, with full restaurant service, air conditioning
and showers. Among the long list of things to see and
do are national & provincial parks, fishing, trekking,
long-distance canoeing, horse-riding, rafting, skiing/
snowboarding, ice hockey, Canadian football, sight-seeing
tours, whale watching, Niagra Falls, The Rocky Mountains
and Banff Spring. Aside from these more permanent
offerings, visitors to Canada can also explore an exciting
range of festivals all year round.

Need to Know
• Pre-departure: All volunteers will be invited to a group
briefing
• On arrival: Volunteers (on the group flight) will be
picked up by in-country staff
• Teaching Skills Course: This course will occur in London
prior to departure for those volunteers who will be
working on teaching placements
• Orientation: All volunteers receive an in-country
orientation prior to beginning their placements
• Volunteer partners: Volunteers are usually placed in
pairs or in outdoor placements volunteers may be
placed in groups
• Skills and experience: Although no specific
qualifications are required, your key attributes,
interests and skills are assessed as to best match you to
a placement

Find Out More
What Volunteers Say...
If you would like to find out what it is like to volunteer in
Canada with Lattitude Global Volunteering, then why not
see what our previous volunteers have to say.
On our website we have a wide selection of volunteer
blogs, articles and photos, as well as links to independent
reviews.
Click here for volunteer photo albums
Click here for volunteer blogs
Click here for volunteer case studies
Click here for ‘volunteers in action’ home page

Get in Touch
If you would like to talk to one of the team, or would like
to apply, then get in touch:
t: 0118 959 4914
e: volunteer@lattitude.org.uk

“

I realised that ‘magic’
really is the only word to
describe what happens
at Camp Rotary, it is a
place where anyone can
be themselves
Amy, returned volunteer

About Us
Youth Development Charity
Lattitude Global Volunteering is an international youth
development charity. We help educate and develop
young people through meaningful and life enhancing
volunteering experiences that make a difference to
the lives of others and the communities we work with
globally.

What We Offer
We provide distinctive, challenging, structured and
supported overseas volunteering placements that will
have a lasting impact and help shape a young person’s
development and thinking.
Our programmes help transfer and build life skills,
increase employability, self-confidence, make friends,
and gain a better understanding of the world and global
citizenship.

Lattitude Global Volunteering
42 Queen’s Road
Reading
RG1 4BB
United Kingdom
t: 0118 959 4914
e: volunteer@lattitude.org.uk
w: www.lattitude.org.uk
facebook.com/globalvolunteering
twitter.com/LattitudeUK

